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requirements for the trutops products are listed below. in addition, other market-related factors (e.g. customer requirements) must be taken into account. before completing the system requirements, please consult the following publications: trutops user manual, data sheets. table 9 hardware requirements trutops fab/monitor
other products graphics card required minimum resolution 1280x1024 no special requirements. table 8 server pc trutops fab/monitor other products graphics card required minimum resolution 1280x1024 no special requirements. trubend cell 7000 25 5.5 hardware requirements trutops modular storage with trubend cell 7000,

slightly different requirements apply. in the case of the trutops modular storage, these are listed here. please note that the trubend cell 7000 is only available in a setup with trutops modular storage. the following must be available during installation: a computer with a core 2 duo processor and 2 gb ram. a disk for installing and
starting the software is required. in addition, the following must be available at the time of installation: a disk with at least 3.5 gb free space. a disk for the software installation is required. the installation takes place on an empty disk. installation of trutops modular storage should be done by an installation expert. the following
must be done before installing trutops modular storage: a connection to the internet. during installation, the following must be done: in the menu, select the option install. in the installation process, a user name and a password are required. if the installation is successful, the installation details are written to the disk. to start
the installation and trutops modular storage after installation, a disk with at least 3.5 gb free space is required. 8 the installation of trutops modular storage is dependent on the configuration of the microprocessor. during the software install, the operating system should be started. if the microprocessor is not recognized, an

error message appears and the installation cannot be continued. if a microprocessor is used that is not supported, the operating system will not start properly or not at all. the installation of trutops modular storage is dependent on the configuration of the microprocessor. 21 a start of trutops modular storage and trutops
modular storage support in multithreading mode are dependent on the configuration of the microprocessor. 21 this is checked before the installation of the trutops modular storage. system_requirements hardware requirements 25
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the temperature sensor is connected to the microcontroller in the power tube. this microcontroller in turn sends the data to the trumpf trutops cell. data can be accessed via the internet from any device that has an
internet connection. this is all done automatically, so the user has no input to the process. for example, the technician can access the data to determine when to replace the power tube. trumpfs new trutops cell
remote monitoring system is an important addition to the long-term health monitoring of trumpf trutops power tubes. the system is based on the use of a temperature sensor to measure the temperature of the

generator. if the temperature of the power tube is too high, the power tube can be automatically replaced. it all occurs behind the scenes. one of the components of the trutops cell is a microcontroller which allows
the temperature to be recorded and the data to be stored in a database. the user can monitor this data via the internet. the microcontroller also opens a port for the data connection. in a traditional laser generator,
the power tube is located in the center of the machine and is made of quartz glass. in the near future, trumpf will develop its laser generator on the basis of a metallic tube. a new type of sensor will be developed to

measure the temperature of the tube, and this will be the basis of a new remote monitoring system. truftptops is used to build fully automated production lines. it allows the user to design a complete production line,
from raw materials to finished product. the line can be split up into individual processes, so that the production process can be optimized for the requirements of the production lot. a high degree of flexibility is

achieved through the introduction of an optional production plan. this is a table that specifies, among other things, the location of the machine tools on the production line, the length of the production run, the type of
machine tools and their sequence. the production plan is a central point of decision, which can be varied at any time. the production plan is a critical component of the trutops product. it is used to define and control
the production process. it can be configured individually or with a production plan. the production plan is used by a trutops product to automatically activate the production process during the production run. trutops
also supports the use of customized shop floor programming that is uploaded to the machine tools. these programs can be added or removed from the machines, making it possible to adapt the machine tools to the

requirements of each production run. the shop floor programming can be configured individually. it is used by trumpf products to automatically activate the production process during the production run. it can be
configured individually or with the production plan. trumpf products with integrated machining control trumpf cell or trumpf unfold are used to define and control the production process. they are used to perform

machining tasks and to determine the machine tools sequence. the machine tools sequence specifies the order in which the tools should be executed. it is a critical component of the trutops product. trutops products
can be either integrated into the cell or can be used as plug-ins. 5ec8ef588b
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